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SUMMARY

Brain recordings in large animal models and humans
typically rely on a tethered connection, which has
restricted the spectrum of accessible experimental
and clinical applications. To overcome this limitation,
we have engineered a compact, lightweight, high
data rate wireless neurosensor capable of recording
the full spectrum of electrophysiological signals
from the cortex of mobile subjects. The wireless
communication system exploits a spatially distrib-
uted network of synchronized receivers that is scal-
able to hundreds of channels and vast environments.
To demonstrate the versatility of our wireless neuro-
sensor, we monitored cortical neuron populations in
freely behaving nonhuman primates during natural
locomotion and sleep-wake transitions in ecologi-
cally equivalent settings. The interface is electrically
safe and compatible with the majority of existing
neural probes, which may support previously inac-
cessible experimental and clinical research.
INTRODUCTION

Investigation of cortical network dynamics through electrophys-

iological recordings has greatly expanded our understanding

of brain function and dysfunction. Specifically, chronic record-

ings from large populations of neurons in the primary motor cor-

tex (Georgopoulos et al., 1986; Moritz et al., 2008; Vargas-Irwin

et al., 2010; Velliste et al., 2008), premotor cortex (Carmena et al.,

2003), parietal areas (Musallam et al., 2004), visual cortex (Smith

and Kohn, 2008), and prefrontal areas (Hampson et al., 2012)

have led to the development of computational models capable

of extracting intent, planning, and execution of cognitive andmo-

tor behaviors (Churchland et al., 2012; Hochberg et al., 2012;
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Yang et al., 2012). These decoding capabilities have translated

into sophisticated brain-machine interfaces whereby nonhuman

primates (Carmena et al., 2003; Hauschild et al., 2012; Rouse

et al., 2011; Velliste et al., 2008; Wolpaw and McFarland, 2004)

and humans (Collinger et al., 2013; Hochberg et al., 2006,

2012) acquire direct brain control over a range of prosthetic

assistive devices. These achievements relied on advances in

the resolution, density, and fidelity of neural signal recordings,

emphasizing the pivotal role of neurotechnology for brain re-

search and medical treatments.

Most current neural recording devices transmit data via con-

straining cabled electronics. The ability to record neural data

and maintain subject safety under tethered connections has

limited experimental and clinical studies to static environments,

restricting the range of possible brain science research and

applications. Such tethered studies have produced pioneering

results (Collinger et al., 2013; Hochberg et al., 2006, 2012),

but technology continues to limit the application to paralyzed

individuals. Wireless neurotechnology will overcome such limi-

tations. However, implementation of a high-fidelity wireless

communication methodology capable of transmitting broad-

band signals from large populations of neurons across a variety

of environments has remained elusive.

Wireless devices have been described in insects (Harrison

et al., 2011; Sato et al., 2009), rodents (Lee et al., 2013; Szuts

et al., 2011), sheep (Rizk et al., 2009), and nonhuman primates

(Borton et al., 2013b; Foster et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2007;

Miranda et al., 2010; Schwarz et al., 2014). In addition, specific

purpose application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) for neu-

rosensing applications have been described (Biederman et al.,

2013; Denison et al., 2007; R. Muller et al., 2014, 2014 IEEE Inter-

national Solid-State Circuits, conference; Yin et al., 2013a). Each

technical approach reached compromises between system

complexity, power dissipation, data transmission performance,

signal quality, battery capacity, and device size. Typically,

small-size devices record neural data from a limited number of

channels (Greenwald et al., 2011) or concede signal fidelity to in-

crease the channel count (Schwarz et al., 2014). We previously
.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the Wireless Neurosensor

(A) 3D computer-added design (CAD) model showing the complete assembly

of the wireless neurosensor.

(B) 3D CAD model showing the attachment of the wireless neurosensor to a

head-mounted pedestal MEA device.

(C) Photographs of the bottom and top views of the transmitter PCB.

(D) Photograph of a commercial pedestal and microphotograph of the 96-

electrode silicon-based MEA.

(E) Photographs of the top and bottom views of the amplifier PCB.
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presented an implantable subcutaneous wireless neurosensor

that met the technical requirements of a hermetically sealed de-

vice for chronic short-range use in animal models (Borton et al.,

2013b). While fully implantable devices are necessary for chronic

medical treatments, the majority of brain research experiments

and many clinical applications are not contingent on fully

implantable electronics, which involve high manufacturing costs

and complexity. On the other hand, the neuroscience and clinical

community would benefit greatly from the availability of a versa-

tile and cost-efficient reusable device capable of transmitting

large quantities of high-fidelity neural signals over extended pe-

riods of time in mobile and unconstrained subjects.

Here we introduce such a wireless neurosensor and an

adaptive multiantenna receiver as an integrated neurotechnol-

ogy platform that enables full broadband recordings of large

neuronal populations from subjects freely moving and behaving

in natural environments. We acquired broadband neural record-

ings from nonhuman primates in previously inaccessible experi-
Ne
mental conditions. The wireless neurosensor was connected to

a silicon-based intracortical microelectrode array (Blackrock Mi-

crosystems), which allowed us to monitor motor cortex activity

during natural locomotion and sleep-wake transitions. This

microelectrode array is used in numerous laboratories around

the world and a 510(k)-cleared version is currently employed in

clinical studies (Collinger et al., 2013; Hochberg et al., 2012)

(e.g., http://BrainGate2.org). Importantly, we designed the wire-

less neurosensor to be compatible with arbitrary neural probes,

including multisite depth electrodes and electrocorticography

grid arrays that are currently used for medical diagnostics, ther-

apeutic treatments, and fundamental brain science.

RESULTS

Technological Innovation Enables a Robust, Wireless
Neurosensing Platform
We have designed, built, and deployed a miniaturized wireless

high data rate neurosensor platform where a key element is an

ultralow-power miniaturized head-mounted device (Figure 1).

This device leverages earlier advances (Yin et al., 2013b) and

(1) integrates custom amplification microelectronic circuitry

that amplifies andmultiplexes 100 channels of broadband neural

signals; (2) transmits data digitally at high sampling rates (20

kSps/ch) up to a 5 m distance via a single-input multiple-output

(SIMO) wireless link for extended spatial coverage; and (3) oper-

ates on a single one-half AA Li-ion battery continuously for more

than 48 hr. The neurosensor deviceweighs only 46.1 g and incor-

porates three ultralow-power, custom-designed ASICs for signal

amplification, packaging, and transmission (Figures 1C and 1E).

The assembled components are protected frommechanical and

electrical impact by a static-dissipative, carbon-fiber-reinforced

PolyEtherEtherKetone (PEEK, 52344330 mm) enclosure (Fig-

ure 1A). The device utilizes a ‘‘screw-on’’ quick interconnect to

the pedestal (Figure 1B). An outer lock-ring secures the system

to the connector, which reduces the possibility of water ingres-

sion during operation. Small cavities embedded in the housing

support Ethylene Oxide (EtO) sterilization, a standard for clinical

sterilization.

A key challenge for recording wireless neural data frommobile

subjects is the ability to maintain a reliable, uninterrupted, high-

throughput data link. We designed and built an ultralow-power

On-Off-Key (OOK) transmitter ASIC that is housed within the

neurosensor (Figure 2A, also see Figure S1 available online).

For full use of its power-efficient high-frequency performance,

the ASIC resides on a low-loss dielectric substrate (Rogers

4003) and exploits a 3.1 GHz to 5 GHz ultrawide band (UWB)

chip antenna. The transmission chip is configured to reach

data rates up to 200 Mbit/s over a short distance (1–2 m) while

operating at a DC/RF conversion efficiency of 40%. The 40% ef-

ficiency includes both the 4 mW and the boosted 15 mW and is

the efficiency of the PA itself, not including the antenna effi-

ciency. Other designs of advanced power amplifier (PA) have

achieved >50% efficiency using envelope-tracking technologies

but high efficiency was only achievable at the cost of high power.

For our application, the challenge was to design an efficient ul-

tralow-power system where the high PA output impedance

had to be reconciled with matching to the 50 U antenna for
uron 84, 1170–1182, December 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1171
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Figure 2. Transmitting and Receiving Broadband Neural Signals with High Fidelity

The complete wireless system is composed of the head-mounted compact neurosensor and the multiantenna receiver/electronics.

(A) System block diagram of the wireless neurosensor, which consists of an amplifier PCB, a transmitter PCB, and a 3.6 V 1.2 Ahr one-half AA Li-SOCL2 primary

battery. The amplifier PCB integrates a preamplifier ASIC, a three-axis accelerometer, two ADCs, a controller ASIC with builtin Manchester encoder, and a 48

MHz clock source. The transmitter PCB integrates a reverse battery protection circuitry, a 3 V LDO, an RF OOK transmitter ASIC with frequency tunable from 3–4

GHz, an LC matching network, and a 3.1–5.2 GHz chip antenna.

(B) System block diagram of the custom-made expandable (here four-antenna) wireless receiver network, which consists of receiving antennas, individual

receiving PCBs, a SIMO interfacing PCB for passing all baseband signals to an FPGA board, an FPGA board handling SIMO selection algorithm, data packaging,

and different data interface modules, two independent data paths: one direct Ethernet data path and one commercial data path, and computer for data pro-

cessing, storage, and visualization.

(C) Graphic of the complete signal pathway of the system, showing measured waveforms at key nodes (I–IX): I, incoming extracellular neural signals picked up by

the MEA. II, the final two time division multiplexed outputs of the amplified neural signals. III, the interleaved digitized version of the two MUX’d outputs. IV,

(legend continued on next page)
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high-RF output efficiency. To resolve this issue, we used a novel

stacked PA design, reducing the output impedance by half and

greatly simplifying matching to the antenna impedance. Alto-

gether, and compared to other wireless systems that record

spike times and, intermittently, waveforms (Schwarz et al.,

2014), our system provides real-time recording of high-fidelity

broadband signals (<0.1 Hz to 7.8 kHz) across all channels,

thereby enabling robust post hoc analysis of the data. The com-

plete neural signal flow, from extracellular voltage at the micro-

electrode tip to raw trace on the recording computer, is shown

in Figure 2D.

Mobile telemetry systems often suffer from signal loss due

to multipath fading and electromagnetic interference, which

leads to severe impediments for long-term, high-fidelity neural

recording in large-scale environments. We adapted the SIMO

telecommunication scheme used for cellular data transmission

to design a multiple receiver concept using four antennas

(Figure 2B) that simultaneously received the broadband neu-

ral data (Figures 2B and 2C). The most reliable signal is identified

and dynamically gated from the spatially distributed system and

transferred to signal-processing electronics (Figures 2B and 2C,

IX). This approach shifts the hardware burden to the RF receiver

system where space and power are more abundant. In theory,

the number of receiving antennas can be expanded ad infinitum

in order to achieve full spatial coverage of neural signal acquisi-

tion within vast and geometrically complex environments. For

example, a network of antennas could be envisioned within a

patient’s home.

Wireless Neurosensor Recordings Are Equivalent to a
Wired System
To assess the performance of our wireless neurosensor, we re-

corded continuous, broadband activity from a 96-channel intra-

cortical microelectrode array implanted in the forelimb area of

the primary motor cortex in a rhesus monkey (monkey 1). Single

units were extracted and sorted from all channels (80 channels of

possible 96 contained one or more spiking units), which high-

lighted the high-quality, uninterrupted collection of broadband

data (Figures 3A–3C). Up to three single units could be clearly

separated from single electrodes (Figure 3E). We then examined

the structure of local field potentials (LFPs), which is a primary

carrier of information related to synchronous synaptic input

within a local neuronal population (Figure 3C). Spectrogram

analysis of LFPs across all the electrodes, as illustrated for one

electrode (Figure 3F), revealed robust modulation in both low-

(1–30 Hz) and high- (100–250 Hz) frequency bands of recorded

neural signals. These combined results illustrate the richness

and fidelity of the wirelessly acquired neural data.

We then verified the quality of the neural signals recorded with

our wireless neurosensor compared to data obtained using

conventional cabled technologies. We conducted intracortical

recordings from the samemonkey (monkey 1) who was perform-
combined single serial digital data stream of the neural signals. V, manchester en

transmitted RF signal power spectrum that carries the digitized neural data. VII,

baseband serial digital neural data from each individual antenna and receiver PC

(BB2 in this case). IX, reconstruction and further signal processing of the origina

(D) Summary of the signal path for each waveform shown in (C).

Ne
ing a center-out reaching task sitting in a standard electrophys-

iology experimental chair (Figure 4A). Neural data were recorded

sequentially on the same day using both cabled electronics and

our wireless neurosensor. To compare neural signal quality, we

applied a series of well-established spike sorting and signal

comparison techniques on all the raw signals from the 96 chan-

nels. Specifically, we extracted (1) the original raw time-series

data, (2) high-frequency spiking activity (high-pass), (3) low-fre-

quency LFPs (low-pass), and (4) metrics related to single-unit

activity including interspike intervals (ISIs), spike overlay, and

principal component analysis (PCA)-based classification of indi-

vidual single units (Figure 4C). Statistical comparisons across all

the channels exhibiting spiking activity demonstrated the perfect

equivalence between neural data acquired with cabled elec-

tronics compared to our wireless neurosensor (Student’s t test,

p > 0.9, n = 500).

Wireless Monitoring of Neuromotor Activity during
Walking on a Treadmill
We next illustrate the capacity of our wireless neurosensor in

challenging environments for research on nonhuman primates.

For example, tethered connections have hindered study of

neuronal population dynamics underlying leg movement during

natural locomotion in monkeys. Few attempts have been made

to access neuronal modulation from cortical regions during

locomotion (Fitzsimmons et al., 2009), but recordings were per-

formed under highly constrained conditions due to the need for

cabled electronics. Recently, a limited data set of spiking activity

was collected from premotor cortical areas of a rhesus monkey

walking on a treadmill (Foster et al., 2014). Our wireless technol-

ogy enables acquisition of full-spectrum neuronal population

dynamics in untethered freely moving monkeys (Figure 5A). We

implanted a 96-electrode MEA in the leg area of the primary mo-

tor cortex in three rhesusmonkeys (monkeys 2, 3, and 4). In addi-

tion, bipolar electrodes were implanted into a pair of agonist and

antagonist muscles for each joint of the contralateral leg in order

to record electromyography (EMG) activity. A total of eight mus-

cles were acquired wirelessly using a commercial implanted

transmitter (Courtine et al., 2005) (Figure 5B). EMG activity and

neural data were collected in conjunction with whole-body kine-

matics while the monkeys were walking without any constraints

on a treadmill across a broad range of velocities (1.6, 3.2, 4.8,

and 6.4 kph; Figure 5C and Movie S1).

All three monkeys displayed robust and reproducible modu-

lation of motor cortex spiking activity that was distributed

across the entire gait cycle (Figure 5C). The temporal structure

of neuronal ensemble modulation coevolved with speed-

dependent changes in joint angles and leg muscle activity

patterns (Figure 5C). In contrast, we found no systematic

modulation of motor cortex neurons during rest (Figure S4).

To investigate whether neuronal modulations contained an un-

derlying structure reflecting locomotion, we calculated latent
coded data stream to facilitate easier data/clock recovery for the receiver. VI,

received RF signal spectrum at each antenna of the receiver. VIII, recovered

B where a selection combination algorithm is used to select the optimal signal

l neural signal on a PC.
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Figure 3. Broadband Wireless Neural Data from Freely Moving Nonhuman Primate

Demonstration of typical recorded wideband (1 Hz–7.8 kHz) neural raw data from a freely moving rhesus macaque monkey using the proposed wireless

neurosensor, from which versatile neural information can be further extracted.

(A) Plots of wirelessly recorded raw signals on all 96 channels over a 3 s duration.

(B) Spike-sorted single-unit waveforms over the same 3 s duration.

(C) Raster plots of single-unit activity over the same time duration.

(D) Example of comprehensive neural information extracted from raw data on a single channel (Ch6), from top: raw data, spike raster, high-passed spike activity,

and low-passed LFP over a 1 s window.

(E) 2D PCA classification of the 3 s data clearly indicating there are three single units recorded on Ch6. The gray bars show the 1D histograms of all three units

projected onto the PC1 and PC2 axes.

(F)The 3 s low-frequency spectrograms of Ch6 in the 1–30 Hz and 100–250 Hz bands.
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dimensions using Gaussian process factor analysis (GPFA)

applied on all the sorted single units (Yu et al., 2009). When

plotted in a 3D space, the three first latent dimensions followed

a highly reproducible path during both the stance (gray) and

swing (blue) phases of gait, highlighting the cyclic ensemble

modulation during gait in monkeys (Figure 5B). Adjustment of

latent dimensions matched speed-dependent changes in kine-

matic variables (Figure 5C). Our connection-free, multimodal

recording platform provides unprecedented opportunities for

dissecting the role of specific neural populations in the produc-
1174 Neuron 84, 1170–1182, December 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc
tion of natural locomotion and for the design of translational

neuroprosthetic treatments.

Fast data transmission (<50 ms) may be critical for such a

recording interface to play a role in rehabilitative therapy where

neural plasticity can be leveraged. We note that our system has

a total delay, from initial voltage at the electrode-electrolyte

interface to output to a computer, on the order of 100 ms. Elec-

tromagnetic data transfer consumes �1 ns during propagation

(�3 m), �20 ms in analog delay clock and data recovery cir-

cuitry, and �40 ms digital delay before entering the NSP or
.
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(A) Cartoon of experiment setups for in vivo validation of the wireless neurosensor in comparison with the commercial wired system. The red arrow highlights the

wireless neurosensor.

(B) Photographs of a commercial wired neurosensing system (Cerebus, Blackrock Microsystems) and the described wireless neurosensor system (not to scale).

(C) Comparison of wired and wireless recordings of neural activities from two different channels (Ch80 and Ch83) over a 5 min samples of data from monkey 1

using MEA device implanted in the primary motor cortex (M1) 3 months postimplantation. For each channel, the comparison between the wired (top row images)

and wireless (bottom row images) data focuses on the zoomed-in view of the original raw data, the high-frequency spiking activity, and low-frequency LFP over a

window of 0.5 s. Spike sorting results from interspike intervals (ISIs), spike waveform overlays, and PCA classifications are extracted from the 5-min-long data for

isolating individual single units.
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computer, which is sufficient for real-time neural sensing and

applications.

Investigation of Sleep-Wake Transitions in
Unconstrained, Home Cage Conditions
Wenext demonstrate the ability to safely and reliably record neu-

ral data for extended periods of time to investigate fully natural

behavior such as sleep, which faces two major challenges in

nonhuman primates. First, study of natural sleep-wake transition

requires neural recordings of a completely unconstrained sub-

ject resting in a comfortable and safe environment. Second,

the intrinsic dynamics of sleep behavior necessitates continuous

recordings of population dynamics for extended periods of time

(Figure 6A). We conducted overnight recordings of broadband

neural signals from the primary motor cortex of two rhesus mon-

keys resting in their home cage under continuous video moni-

toring (monkeys 5 and 6). Technological limitations restricted
Ne
previous studies on sleep-wake transitions to recordings of a

few neurons (Zanos et al., 2011) or of neuronal populations under

highly constrained conditions. Analysis of neuronal ensemble

modulation over 8 consecutive hours allowed us to identify the

electrophysiological signatures of sleep-wake transitions that

had been independently described from electroencephalogram

(Buzsáki and Draguhn, 2004; Glenn and Steriade, 1982; Ster-

iade, 2003) and electrocorticogram signals (Crofts et al., 2001),

or spiking activity using microelectrodes (Barraud et al., 2009;

Gabbott and Rolls, 2013; Jackson et al., 2007). The broadband

recording capability of the wireless neurosensor enabled simul-

taneous identification of sleep-wake transition signatures across

multiple channels and the expansion of analyses across multi-

scale neural signals (Figures 6B and 6C). During natural over-

night behavior, we found shifts in power between well-defined

frequency bands in the spectrum of LFPs, which corresponded

to periods of manually marked (blinded) sleep and awake states
uron 84, 1170–1182, December 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1175
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(A) An unconstrained monkey on a treadmill, with intracortical MEA in M1 leg area using the wireless neurosensor, wireless EMG recordings from eight muscles:

gluteus medius, illoppsoas, rectus femoralis, semitendinosus, tibialis anterior, gastrocnemeous, flexor hallicus longus, and extensor digitalis longus, and 3D

kinematic reconstruction from four high-resolution cameras. Antennas for wireless recordings were placed outside the Plexiglas enclosure. The red arrow

highlights the wireless neurosensor.

(B) A skeletal reconstruction of the animal during one treadmill walking cycle. Averaged (bottom left) EMG singles from the eight muscles on the left hind leg of the

animal in one walking cycle and neural trajectories computed using GPFA (bottom right). Bars represent the gait phases during the walking cycle: blue, swing;

gray, stance.

(C) Demonstration of data from all wireless system for the animal (monkey 2) walking on the treadmill at four different speeds: 1.6, 3.2, 4.8, and 6.4 kph. From top:

gait phase; joint angle plots at the limb, hip, knee, ankle, and MTP; EMG signals from eight muscles; raster plot of 60 well-isolated neurons; and the first three

latent dimensions of the GPFA during walking.
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(Figure 6B). We observed occasional short-duration body move-

ments during the initial transitory periods, suggesting that

the subject was in a drowsy state (Bereshpolova et al., 2011).

This interpretation was corroborated by spectral analysis of

the neural data, which displayed strong activity in the Beta

band (13–30 Hz) primarily associated with muscle contractions

and suppression of movement (Baker, 2007) (Figures 6B).

Conversely, during transition from shallow to deep sleep, the
1176 Neuron 84, 1170–1182, December 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc
dominant frequency band shifted from beta to theta frequencies

(Figures 6B and 6C). The power distribution of LFP signals

abruptly decorrelated when the animal awakened (Figure 6C).

We then studied population dynamics during the sleep-wake

transitions.Weextracted and sorted single units recorded across

the 96 channels during a representative 2min sleep-wake transi-

tion period (Figures 6C–6F). We applied a PCA on 1 s time-bin

firing rates for all the recorded neurons. Two separate clusters
.
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(n = 60 for each state) illustrated contrasting neuronal population

dynamics during asleep and awake states. Among these units,

we show in Figure 6E the tenmost robust neuronswith significant

changes in activity (p < 0.001). This analysis revealed heteroge-

neity among the recorded neuronal population that we used to

classify the sampled neurons as UP regulated and DOWN regu-

lated during sleep (Figure 6E). When labeling segments accord-

ing to their sleep-wake state, two separate clusters of neurons

emerged. These results reveal that sleep status is readily de-

coded from modulation of the population-based firing rate alone

(Figure 6D). Thus, thewireless neurosensor platformprovides the

opportunity to monitor brain states continuously over extended

periods of time during natural sleeping conditions.

The Wireless Neurosensor Is Designed with Electrical
Safety Controls
The safe operation of the wireless neurosensor is essential for

both basic research and prospective use in human patients.

The major electronic leakage pathway from the device elec-

tronics to brain tissue is via the preamplifier ASIC through the

96 electrodes of the intracortical implant. Although, another

pathway does exist via catastrophic breakdown of the polycar-

bonate packaging and exposure of wires, this event must be

coincident with water exposure to create a true electronic

pathway to the subject. We focus here the electrode interface.

Based on bioelectrochemical studies, the upper safety limit for

the injected charge density for Platinum-coated electrodes has

been established at �20 mC/cm2 (Agnew and McCreery, 1990).

Higher injection levels can lead to dielectric breakdown and

induce irreversible electrochemical Faradaic reactions that are

potentially harmful to biological tissue. The charge injected to

neural tissue from our wireless neurosensor through the elec-

trodes would originate from the charge stored on the input

capacitor. Therefore, the maximum charge possibly delivered

to the tissue equals the product of the maximum charge stored

on the 10 pF capacitor and the 3 V supply voltage:

3V310pF = 3310�5mC. Considering the minimum exposure of

the metal tip O(10�5cm2), the maximum possible charge density

delivered to the tissue through the electrodes is 3 mC/cm2, which

is six times smaller than the breakdown for Platinum-electrolyte

junction. In the unlikely situation that the protective electrostatic

discharge (ESD) circuitry fails (also see Figure S3), the on-chip

two-stage diode connected NMOS ESD protection structure en-

sures that the inputs will short to the low-impedance ground

electrode. This safety mechanism eliminates any possible direct

current path from the voltage supply to biological tissues.

DISCUSSION

We designed, built, and deployed a wireless neurosensor and

communication system that enables safe recordings of broad-

band neural data with performances equivalent to conventional

cabled electronics. Using unconstrained nonhuman primate

model, we illustrated the heuristic potential of our wireless

neurosensor to collect LFPs and single-unit activity across

populations of motor cortex neurons for extended periods of

time in environments that were previously inaccessible. Our

wireless neurosensor provides a versatile platform to investigate
Ne
dynamic neural processes underlying natural behavior in animal

models and to develop neuroprosthetic treatments requiring

moving conditions.

Previous wireless neurosensors reached compromises be-

tween system power consumption, data transmission perfor-

mance, signal quality, battery capacity, and device size (Borton

et al., 2013b; Foster et al., 2014; Jackson et al., 2007; Miranda

et al., 2010; Schwarz et al., 2014). Here, we exploited existing

solutions and introduced innovative technologies to design a

device that optimized the complex balance between those re-

quirements under naturalistic conditions. We evaluated the

ESD safety and performance of our device and found no signif-

icant difference between the wireless and cabled recordings in

both LFPs and single-unit properties. We thus validated ultra-

compact, robust, and user-friendly device that achieves reliable

high data rate broadband transmission of neural signals from

fully mobile subjects over 96 channels with low power consump-

tion. A singular device can be used in multiple subjects since the

recording platform is attached to hardware.

Wireless Monitoring of Neuromotor Activity during
Treadmill Walking
We incorporated the wireless neurosensor in an advanced

recording platform that provides synergistic details on whole-

body kinematics, muscle activity, and motor cortex population

dynamics during natural, unconstrained motor behaviors in

nonhuman primates. Previous studies have investigated the

cortical control of quadrupedal locomotion and postural mainte-

nance in rodent and feline models (Beloozerova et al., 2003;

Dominici et al., 2012; Drew et al., 2008; van den Brand et al.,

2012). However, similar investigations had not been possible in

primates due to the inescapable needs for wireless technologies

with safe and behaviorally relevant recordings in freely moving

monkeys. A recent study exploited a wireless recording device

that transmits firing rates based on threshold crossing informa-

tion to yield insight into neuronal modulation during treadmill

locomotion in two rhesus monkeys (Foster et al., 2014). This

work described neuronal modulation patterns from the forelimb

premotor cortex during basic stepping that were similar to those

observed from the hindlimb motor cortex in the present study.

Additionally, our analysis of single-unit activity and neuronal

population dynamics uncovered highly structured and reproduc-

ible patterns of modulation in the motor cortex during walking

across a range of treadmill speeds. Ensemble modulations

were distributed over the entire extent of the gait cycle, but the

majority of recorded neurons showed preferred periods of activ-

ity during specific phases of gait. This pattern of activity con-

trasted with previous recordings during bipedal locomotion in

restrained nonhuman primates (Fitzsimmons et al., 2009). In

these conditions, ensemble modulation showed more synchro-

nous activity that primarily occurred during the swing phase.

These discrepancies emphasize the major impact of behavioral

context on the properties of motor cortex population dynamics

despite similar movement kinematics. Our results obtained in

natural conditions suggest that a higher number of motor cortex

neurons are deeply modulated during quadrupedal locomotion

of nonhuman primates than previously thought. They also high-

light the high level of information contained in leg area of the
uron 84, 1170–1182, December 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1177
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Figure 6. Overnight Recording from an Untethered Nonhuman Primate in Home Cage

(A) The overnight recording setup. The animal was implanted with an intracortical MEA and wore the compact head-mounted neurosensor (highlighted by the red

arrow) during the overnight recording sessions. A SIMO system with four antennas was used for the experiments.

(B) Wireless data represented as 3 hr of recorded power spectrograms below 50 Hz (top) and neuron firing rates histograms of a single neuron from Ch19 and

Ch70 (bin size of 1 min) displaying the patterns of LFP and firing rates across sleep/wake cycles. The color-coded time bar atop each firing rate histogram shows

sleep (gray) and awake (blue) states of the animal, determined by the video samples recorded by the IR camera. Note the differences in the firing rates between

(legend continued on next page)
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motor cortex during walking (Bakker et al., 2008; Iseki et al.,

2008), which could be leveraged for the control of prosthetic sys-

tems, exoskeletons, functional electrical stimulation (FES) of

muscle (Nightingale et al., 2007), or even spinal neuromodulation

(Borton et al., 2013a; van den Brand et al., 2012) in order to facil-

itate locomotion after neurological disorders. There is evidence

suggesting that the cortical control of walking has increased dur-

ing the evolution toward habitual bipedalism (Capaday, 2002).

However, all the experimental data to support this hypothesis

have been indirect. Our wireless neurosensor establishes the

conditions to directly access cortical activity during natural loco-

motion and other activities of daily living in ecologically equiva-

lent settings (Movie S1).

The Awake and Asleep Cortical States Are
Distinguishable from Home Cage Recordings
Our wireless neurosensor and SIMO communication interface

allowed us to monitor neural data in the unconstrained home

cage conditions for continuous periods of more than 8 hr. The

subject was completely free to move inside the cage without

any impediments, which enabled identification of spontaneous

sleep-wake transitions. Analysis of LFPs was consistent with

previous reports that described an increase of power in the Delta

band (0–4 Hz) during stage 3 sleep (Schulz, 2008) and a power

increase in the Theta band (4–7 Hz) during drowsy sleeping

states (Cantero et al., 2002). The ability to record single-unit ac-

tivity across multiple electrodes provided new information on the

neural changes underlying adaptations of power in LFPs during

sleep-wake transition. Analysis of population dynamics revealed

heterogeneity among the recorded neurons, whereby a mixture

of up- and downregulated neural activity emerged during

sleep-wake transitions. These observations are consistent with

results from previous sleep studies in both humans and

nonhuman primates (Cantero et al., 2002; Crofts et al., 2001;

Gabbott and Rolls, 2013; Jackson et al., 2007; Schulz, 2008;

Steriade, 2003). To our knowledge, these recordings are the first

to capture multifaceted neural signatures (e.g., spiking data,

LFP, etc.) across a population of neuronswhile the animal moved

freely in its home cage, adjusted body posture to find a more

comfortable sleeping position, and transitioned from sleep to

wakefulness, which could not be accomplished before.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Technological Innovation Enables a Robust, Wireless Neurosensing

Platform

Design of the Transmitter Module

The head-mounted wireless neurosensor has dimensions of 52 mm 3

44 mm 3 30 mm and weighs 46.1 g with 8.7 g from the battery, 33.8 g from
two particular M1 neurons. For instance, the neuron in Ch19 is more active dur

minutes before and after entering the awake state.

(C) Raw neural data and firing rate histograms (1 s bin size) fromCh19 andCh70 ov

of the raw data with raster plots of the spikes of individual units when the anim

activities during asleep and increased firing rate during awake.

(D) Classification of neural states based on the action potential signals during the

(PCA) with 1 s bin size (n = 60 for each state).

(E) Comparison of average firing rates between asleep and awake states for

contribution to the PCA.

Ne
the PEEK enclosure, and 3.6 g from the electronics. The device consumes

17 mA or 27 mA at low- or high-RF output power level, respectively, from a

single 1.2Ah one-half AA Li-SOCL2 primary battery (Saft Groupe S.A.) and

can run continuously for more than 48 hr. The custom-designed amplifier

printed circuit board (PCB) was manufactured by Streamline Circuits and con-

tains six individual layers with 0.004’’ minimum drill size, 0.003’’ minimum line

width/space, and blind/buried laser drilled microvias. All microvias are metal

plugged to avoid shorts during the assembly process. The 100-channel input

contact pads are located on the bottom side of this board, patterned in a land

grid array (LGA) layout that precisely matches the connection pads of the

pedestal MEA device. For high connection reliability, the copper layer of the

LGA pads is deliberately thickened to 162 mm from the normal thickness of

35 mm, to allow better connection between the LGA pads on the boards and

the pedestal (Figure 1E). The final electrical connection between the pedestal

connector and amplifier board LGA pads is made through an anisotropic

conductive polymer sheet (Shin-Etsu Polymer America). The polymer sheet

is 0.3 mm thick and 15 mm in diameter with a 30% compressibility and only

allows vertical conductivity with a <10 U/mm2 contact resistance and

>1,000 MU horizontal resistance. The amplifier PCB circuit (Figure 2A) inte-

grates a custom 100-channel preamplifier ASIC, a custom digital controller

ASIC, two successive-approximation-register (SAR) ADCs, a three-axis accel-

erometer (not used in this work), and a 48MHz clock source. Each preamplifier

has a closed-loop gain of 2003 with a low input referred noise and noise effi-

ciency factor (NEF) of 2.83 mV root-mean-square (rms) and 3.3, respectively.

The pass band of the preamplifier is from <0.1 Hz (tunable) to 7.8 kHz giving

the flexibility of the device to access broad spectrum of neural signals. We re-

placed three channels of neural inputs with the 1:1,000 voltage divided (to

compensate the preamplifier input range) signals from a three-axis accelerom-

eter (ADXL327, Analog Devices). One input was tied to the reference for sys-

tem noise calibration, thereby giving a total of 96 neural recording channels

plus three x-y-z accelerometer channels.

Building a Robust Receiver to Overcome Environmental Multipath

Fading and Interference

The 3.5 GHz OOK signal broadcast from the head-mounted wireless neuro-

sensor was here picked up by four receiving antennas (system expandable

to large number of spatially distributed antennas). For a monkey in the home

cage, the antennas were distributed atop the 1 m 3 1 m 3 2 m home cage

as a proxy for mimicking receiver spatial distribution in fully open space.

Each receiving antenna is a 3.3–3.8 GHz 10 dBi planar dual polarized antenna

with >50 degree�3 dB beamwidth (PA-333810-NF, FT-RF) and was arranged

to maximize coverage for signal reception. With four antennas, we easily

achieved >90% volume RF coverage over the cage. Each received copy of

the transmitted signal from an individual antenna was fed into a superhetero-

dyne receiving module implemented on a custom PCB. During the design

phase, we measured �60 dBm signal strength received by a single 10 dBi an-

tenna from the wireless neurosensor at a fewmeters distance. Then, we empir-

ically matched the dynamic range of each block in the receiver signal path to

optimize the overall performance of the entire receiving unit (also see

Figure S2).

In the SIMO technique, a precise combination of the spatially diverse copies

of the signal is of essence. In our design, the recovered data and clock

signals from all the receiving modules were forwarded to a commercial Field

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)/Ethernet board (ZestET1, Orange Tree

Technologies) for selection combination. The selection strategy takes advan-

tage of the loss-of-lock ‘‘LOL’’ signal from the data/clock recovery-integrated
ing the awake state, whereas the neuron of Ch70 begins to fire more several

er a 2min sleep-to-wake transition (42–44min). The insets give zoomed-in view

al is asleep (left) and awake (right), respectively, showing high-amplitude LFP

particular 2 min sleep-to-wake transition using principal component analysis

the first ten neurons from different channels that make the most significant

uron 84, 1170–1182, December 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1179
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circuit (ADN2814, Analog Devices) on each receivingmodule. Finally, we pack-

aged the output of the selection-combined SIMOdata and sent it to a standard

PC through either a direct Gigabit Ethernet data path or the commercial

Cerebus Neural Signal Processing (NSP) system (Blackrock Microsystems)

data path for further visualization and neural signal processing.

Our transmitter-receiver strategy represents a first step toward a more

generalized ‘‘neuro-wifi’’ for creating a truly mobile neural interface environ-

ment well beyond today’s capabilities. To evaluate the wireless data link

performance, we first conducted standard bit-error-rate (BER) measure-

ments of the receiver to evaluate its sensitivity using the test setup shown

in Figure 2C (also see Figure S2). A pseudorandom pattern output from the

FPGA was used to drive the device transmitter while a parallel stream of

the original data was properly delayed to precisely align with the recovered

data at the receiver. The error between these two was calculated using an

XOR function, yielding a BER at different received signal strengths (Figure S2,

at �77 dBm input strength, 10�8 BER). The theoretical OOK BER limit of a

noncoherent receiver is also shown in Figure S2 for comparison. We

measured the eye diagrams of the baseband data at different signal

strengths to directly examine transmission quality with input signal strengths

of �41.1 dBm and �78.1 dBm, yielding heights/widths 622 mV/28.7 ns and

152.4 mV/14 ns, respectively.

Wireless Neural Recordings during Treadmill Locomotion

Three male rhesus macaques (monkeys 2, 3, and 4) were implanted in the leg

area of primary motor cortex (M1/area F4, Figure 5) with a 96-channel Black-

rock microelectrode array (1.5 mm electrodes, impedance varied between

230 k and 810 kU), as well as with wireless EMG sensors (under approved

EU animal care protocol CP-IP 258654). Experiments were carried out by

EPFL, Institute of Degenerative Diseases and Institute of Lab Animal Science

researchers in accordance with European Communities Council Directive of

June 3, 2010 (2010/6106/EU) for care of laboratory animals in an AAALAC-

accredited facility. Procedures were approved by the Institute of Laboratory

Animal Science ethical committee. The percutaneous pedestal was mounted

with titanium screws (Synthes) to the frontal plate of the cranium and covered

with a protective cap when not in use. During recording sessions, each animal

was brought from the home cage, lightly restrained to mount the wireless neu-

ral recording device, and then placed on the treadmill. Once frequency tuning

was applied to the EMG, the animal was encouraged to walk by turning the

treadmill on. The animals were trained for 2 weeks to acclimate to the setup

before performing recording experiments. Neural, muscular, and kinematic

data were recorded during walking at speeds of 1.6, 3.2, 4.0, 4.8, and 6.4

kph. The animals received food reward at the end of each trial (e.g., each

speed of walking, generally 20 steps) and were never food or water restricted.

At the end of each recording session, the animals were again lightly restrained

to remove the head-mounted neurosensing device and replace the protective

pedestal cap before returning to their home cage.

Wireless Neural Recordings during Transitions between Awake and

Sleep States

We performed the sleep study demonstrations on two male rhesus ma-

caques, each implanted with the same 100-element microelectrode array

described above (monkeys 5 and 6). The animals were located in different

laboratories and studied by researchers at Brown University and EPFL,

respectively, under approved animal protocols (IACUC 0911091, CP-IP

258654). Each monkey was fitted with its own head-mounted wireless device

in a chair and transferred back to their home cages in preparation for the ex-

periments. The sleep studies were performed during a period of 8 hr on each

animal, between 21:00 hr and 07:00 hr the following day. These correlate

with the habituated sleep cycle of all nonhuman primates in each colony.

Before recordings, the animal subjects had a normal dinner and were free

to access water. On previous days, the animal for which results are reported

here (monkey 5) had been acclimated to the recording environment so as not

to be unfamiliar during the experiment. One hour before recording started,

monkey 5 was removed from its home cage, the wireless neural recording

device was attached to the MEA device pedestal, and finally the animal

was moved to a Plexiglas cage for overnight video and cortical observation.

A dim, diffuse light was used to provide illumination sufficient for a high-
1180 Neuron 84, 1170–1182, December 17, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc
contrast visible light camera to capture general body movements and eye

activity. Two radio frequency antennas were placed around the recording

enclosure to capture the neural data being transmitted from the wireless de-

vice. Over the next 8 hr, the animal was observed moving around the enclo-

sure and drifting in and out of sleep while broadband neural data was

collected on 96 channels of the implanted microelectrode array (M1, leg

area). A t test was performed for each pair of the firing rates during sleep

and awake. With null hypothesis that the two groups of firing rates are repre-

sentative of a normal distribution with equal mean and variance, p values are

calculated for each pair, respectively. The test result rejects the null hypoth-

esis at 5% significance level on all tested channels. The LFP spectral density

plots were generated by calculating the averaged Fast-Fourier-Transform

(FFT) in the 1–50 Hz with 1 min bin size over the full 3 hr period.

Electromagnetic Safety and Compatibility of the Wireless

Neurosensor

We incorporated features into the engineering designs of the wireless head-

mounted unit and the overall neural interface system to address two critical

safety issues. First, we assessed the electrical safety of the battery-powered

head-mounted module by performing tests on the devices that quantified their

response to electrostatic discharge (ESD) test. Since the only electrical con-

nections of the device that can be accessed externally are the 100 inputs of

the preamplifier and the power supply pins (i.e., power and ground), the ESD

safety tests focused on those pins as the points of vulnerability. In our custom

ASIC design, each preamplifier input has an ESD protection circuit, which uses

two-stage diode connected NMOS transistors with the size of 180 mm 3

0.9 mm as the voltage limiting and energy absorbing elements (Figure S3A).

For the power and ground pins, a 180 mm 3 0.9 mm NMOS and a 180 mm 3

0.9 mm PMOS transistors serve as safety switches, respectively. The ESD

testing was carried out under the Class 1A (250–500 V), Class 1B (500–1,000

V), and Class 1C (1,000–2,000 V) conditions according to the human body

model-based industry standard JESD22-A114D ESD sensitivity classifications

(JEDECSolid State Technology Association, 2006) and found to be compatible

with these standards (see Figure S3).

Second, since radio frequency (�3–4 GHz) energy is used for the wireless

neural data link, the tissue absorption of the RF power from the head-mounted

device should also be addressed. In particular, guidelines have been estab-

lished regarding the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) in the tissue subject to

the use of the device. The International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation

Protection (ICNIRP) states that localized SAR in head and trunk area for gen-

eral public exposure should be <2 W/kg (ICNIRP, 1998). As a reference, the

FCC limit for public exposure from cellular telephones has an SAR level of

1.6 W/kg. We evaluated the SAR from our device using the following equation:

SAR= sE2
tissue=p , where s is the conductivity of the tissue at the frequency of

interest in S/m, Etissue is the rms value of the electric field strength in the tissue

in V/m, r is the density of the tissue in kg/m3. According to the International

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard IEC 62209-1 Human Exposure

to Radio Frequency Fields from Handheld and Body-Mounted Wireless

Communication Devices (International Electrotechnical Commission, 2005),

the conductivity s and density r of the phantom head tissue-equivalent liquids

is 2.4 S/m@3GHz and 1,000 kg/m3. In order to calculate SAR, the electric field

strength is needed. For our device in the low-RF power mode, we can assume

the worst scenario of direct transmission into the head as follows: 80% of

the UWB antenna output at 3.5 GHz, 3.2mW total RF output power, 3.5 dBi

maximum peak antenna gain, and 12 mm minimum distance between

the transmitter antenna and the skin tissue. The electric field in the brain tissue

Etissue equals 1.02 V/m. This gives an SAR of 0.0025 W/kg. In the highest RF

power case, Etissue = 1.97 V/m, the SAR increases to 0.0093W/kg. Both values

are more than two orders smaller than the ICNIRP guidelines for general public

EM exposure and FCC requirements for cell phones.
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